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Abstract 

An assignment of colors to objects induces a natural integer weight on each 
tree that has these objects as leaves. This weight is called "parsimony length" 
in biostatistics, and is the basis of the "maximum parsimony" technique for re
constructing evolutionary trees. Equations for the average value (over all binary 
trees) of the parsimony length of both fixed and random colorations are derived 
using generating function techniques. This leads to asymptotic results that ex
tend earlier results confined to just two colors. A potential application to DNA 
sequence analysis is outlined briefly. 

1. Introduction 

Let B( n ), n :2: 2, denote the. set of ( unrooted) trees with n leaves (vertices of degree 
1) labelled 1, 2, ... , n, and with all remaining vertices unlabelled and of degree 3. 
Such trees, which we will simply call binary trees, are useful representations of 
evolutionary relationships in taxonomy. In that case, the set [n] = {1, 2, ... , n} 
represents the extant taxa being classified, while the remaining vertices in the tree 
represent ancestral taxa. It is often convenient to represent the (global) ancestral 
taxon of all these taxa by a root vertex obtained by subdividing an edge (the 
"most ancient" edge) of the tree. Let n(n), n > 1, denote the set of all such edge 
rooted binary trees on leaf set [ n ]. We define n( 1) as the singleton set consisting 
of an isolated (root) vertex labelled 1. Note for n :2: 2 the bijection: 

1jJ: B(n)--+ R(n-1) 
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Figure 1: Bijections between rooted and unrooted binary trees. 

where, if T E B(n), '1/J(T) is the edge-rooted binary tree which results when leaf 
n and its incident edge are deleted, as in Figure 1. Edge subdivision also gives a 
bijection: 

'1/J': {(T, e): T E B(n), .e E E(T)}--+ 1l(n) 

as in Figure 1. We let 

B(n) := IB(n)l and R(n) := 17l(n)l 

for n 2: 2 and n 2: 1 respectively. Since IE(T)I = 2n- 3, for each T E B(n), it 
follows (from 'ljJ and '1/J') that, for n 2: 3, 

R(n) = (2n- 3)B(n) = (2n- 3)!! 3 X 5 X · · · X (2n- 3) 
(2n- 2)! 

2n -l ( n - 1)! ' 
(1) 

a result dating back at least as far as 1870 to a paper by Schroder [9]. Thus, by 
applying Stirling's formula to R(n), 

R(n) 1 2n -3/2 
-,-"'2r;;;: n . n. y7r 

(2) 

(A definition of "asymptotic" ("') appAars at the beginning of Section 3). 
Let X be a coloration of [n] by a set C of r 2: 2 colors. For example, in 

phylogenetic analysis each site j in a collection of n aligned DNA/RNA sequences 
(where r = 2 or 4) gives a coloration x = xi of [ n] for which xi ( i) is the nucleotide 
that occurs at site j in the i-th sequence. 

Given a tree T in B( n) or 7l( n) and a coloration X of [n]let l(T, x) be the 
minimal number of edges of T that need to be assigned differently-colored ends 
in order to extend X to a coloration of all the vertices of T (any such minimizing 
extension is called a minimal extension of x forT). The number f.(T, X) is called 
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the parsimony length of X on T, and it is the basis of the widely-used "maximum 
parsimony" technique for reconstructing evolutionary trees from aligned genetic 
sequences. This approach selects the tree(s) T which minimizes (minimize) the 
sum of f(T, xi) over all sites j in the sequences-this sum is the length of T 
on the sequences. Such a tree-a maximum parsimony tree-requires the fewest 
mutations to account for the variations in the aligned sequences. 

The aim of this paper is to develop analytic techniques that would allow the 
length of the maximum parsimony tree on the original sequences to be compared 
with the average length of all binary trees on either ( i) the original sequences or ( ii) 
randomized versions of the original sequences (i.e. sequences generated randomly 
with the same expected frequencies of colors as the original sequences, as in Steel 
et. al. [11]). These two average values are obtained by applying respectively, 
functions 1-ln and f-l~ (which we describe in Section 2) to each sequence site, and 
summing up the resulting values. An asymptotic formula for 1-l~ is described in 
Section 3 and since, as we show, 1-ln and 1-l~ are asymptotically equivalent, this 
provides an asymptotic formula for f.ln as well. Our results exploit some special 
properties of the generating functions which count various classes of leaf labelled 
trees according to their parsimony length. In this sense the exact and asymptotic 
analyses compliment and extend the approaches of Carter et. al. [2], and Butler 
[1) respectively, both of which analysed similar systems of generating functions 
with just two colors (although the problems these authors considered were slightly 
different from ours). 

First we describe a convenient technique for computing f(T, x) known as the 
(first pass of) Fitch's algorithm (Fitch [3], Hartigan [5]). If T' E B(n), subdivide 
any edge ofT' to obtain a tree T E R(n). Note that f(T, x) = f(T', x). Now 
direct all edges ofT away from the root and recursively assign nonempty subsets 
of colors to the vertices of T beginning with the leaves and progressing towards 
the root, as follows: 

( 1) leaf i E [ n] is assigned the singleton set {x( i)}, 
(2) once the descendants of vertex v have both been assigned sets A, B, then 

assign vertex v the set A* B, where* is the (non-associative, binary) "parsimony 
operation" defined on 2c - ¢, 

A * B = { A n B, ~f A n B f ¢ 
Au B, 1f An B = </>. 

The set assigned to the root ofT is called the root set (In the case T E R( 1) the 
root set is just {x(1)} ). These concepts are illustrated in Figure 2. A fundamental 
property of this procedure is the following: 

Lemma 1 (Hartigan [5]) £(T, x) is the number of times an empty intersection 
(option 2 in the above description of*) is encountered in this assignment of sets 
of colors to the vertices ofT. Furthermore the root set is precisely the set of those 
colors that occur in at least one minimal extension of X for T. 

We will use both of these properties in Section 2. 
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Figure 2: A rooted tree with sets assigned to vertices by the parsimony operation. 

Notation 
(1) For convenience, we write 

If.!! to denote the monomial x~ 1 x~2 
••• x~', 

and 

(2) We also write 

as in Goulden and Jackson [ 4]. 
(3) C = { a 11 .•• , ar} will denote the set of colors which are assigned to the 

elements of the set [n] = {1, ... ,n}. If a;= lx- 1(a1)1, i = 1 ... r, we say xis of 
type Q. = ( a1, ... , ar ). Thus, a, ~ 0 and l:~=l a, = n. 

2. Calculations (Exact) 

The aim of this paper is to calculate the two averages that we now define. 

Definition 1 (J.Ln and J.L~) Let f.Ln (!!:.) be the average, over all trees T E B( n) 1 of 
the length of a fixed coloration of [n] of type !!:. on T (by symmetry this is well
defined). 

For probability distribution <P = ( <Pt, </J2, ... , <Pr ), <Pt ~ 0, c/>2 2: 0, ... , <Pr ~ O, 
:z::;=t <Pi = 1, let t-t~(p) be the a-verage, over all trees T E B(n), of the expected 
length of a random coloration of[n] on T. In this random coloration each element 
of[n] is independently assigned color a, with probability <Pi. 

Note that f.L~(f!.) is the average, over all trees T E B(n), of 

n 

I: f(T, x) II <PxU) ' 
X j:l 
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and so 

(3) 

Here and elsewhere, a summation over g_ ranges over all nonnegative r-tuples 
a1 , ••• , ar with E~=l ai = n. Also note that ftn and 1£~ are symmetric functions 
in a 1 , ••• , ar and </>1 , ••• , </>r respectively. The following generating function forms 

the basis for our calculations. For¢> f:. A~ C, let TA(.m.,z) = L !A(~,i) .m.~zl, 
~.l g_. 

where !A(!!t.,i) is the number of trees in n(n), n ~ 1, of parsimony length .e ~ 0 
and root set A for a fixed r-coloration of [n] of type g_ (by symmetry considerations, 
fA(g_,i) is well-defined). By Lemma 1, the set {TA(.m., z), 0 f:. A~ C} satisfies the 
system of simultaneous quadratic equations described in Steel [1993), 

(4) 

where 

8 ( ) _ { xi if A = { ai} 
A .m. - 0, if IAI > 1. 

(5) 

For r = 2 this system can be treated by the multivariate Lagrange inversion for
mula (Goulden and Jackson [4]) to give an explicit closed-form expression for 
fA(g_,£)-see Carteret. al. [2], Steel [10). 

Theorem 1 (Exact formulae) Let TA(.m.) := TA(.m., 1). 
(i) 

(ii) 

where p_x = ( cP1 x, ... , cPr x). 
(iii) 

{t~(j:) = IL~-1(1:._) + ft </>i ~(n-_1 i!)[x»- 1 ]TA(P._x). 
eriE A 

Proof of Theorem 1 : 
Let 

R(.m., z) L TA(.m., z), 
A;t0 

R(.m., 1 ). 
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First observe that, from ( 4), we hav~ the fundamental identity, 

1 1 r 

R(!f, z) = 2 R2 (!f, z) + (z- 1) L 2 TB(!f, z)Tc(!f, z) +?=Xi . (7) 
(B,O): 1:1 
sno=0 

Putting z = 1 in (7), we obtain 

(8) 

so that 

R(.,) ~ 1 - ~ 1 - 2 t, x1 • (9) 

In particular, 
R(i!_x) = 1- v1- 2x (10) 

and so 

(11) 

Let 

(12) 

Then, from (7), 
1 

Q(!f) = Q(!f)R(!f) + L 2 Tn(!f)Tc(!f) 
(B,O): 
Bn0=0 

hence 

Applying (9) gives 

1 ( r )-! 
Q(!f) = L 2 TB(!f)Tc(!f) 1- 2 ?=Xi . 

(B,G):BnG=0 •=1 

(13) 

Now from (12), Qc!(!Q.<!.]Q(!f) is the sum Lf-/(Qc,£) where j(Qc,£) = L !A(Q,£), the 
l A;t0 

total number of trees T E R(n) of length e for a coloration x of [n] of type Q. 

Thus R(~)(!f.<!.]Q(;r) is the average length over all trees in R(n) of the length of X· 
However, each edge rooting of a binary tree leads to an identical parsimony length 
(i.e. the position of the root is irrelevant to the length) so this quantity is also 
the average length over all trees in B(n) of the length of x, which in view of (13) 
establishes part ( i). 

(ii) Applying part (i) to (3) we obtain 

J.L' ( ¢) = "' <jJ--=- [;r.<!.]F(;r) (n) a! 
n- ";' Q - R(n) 

(14) 
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where F(12) = L:(A,B):AnB=0 ~TA(J2)Tn(J2)(1- 2 2:::~= 1 xi)-!. 
Rewriting (14), we have, 

as required. 

(iii) For any tree T' E n( m), with root vertex p and subject to a random coloration 
X of [m] according to¢>, let S(T') denote the (random variable) root set ofT' (as 
defined in Section 1). -

By the bijection 1/J : B(n) -+ R(n- 1) and Lemma 1 (rooting Ton the edge 
incident with the leaf labelled n ), we have, 

£(T, x) = £( 1/J(T), x') + 8(T, x) (15) 

where b(T ) = { 1 if x(n) rj S('lj;(T)) 
' X 0 otherwise ' 

and where x' is the restriction of x to [n- 1]. 
ForT in B(n) or R(n- 1), let J.L(T) denote the expected value of f(T,x) for a 

random x (generated according to¢>). Then from (15) we have 

Now, 

J.L(T) = J.L( 1/J(T)) + Prob[8(T, X)= 1] . (16) 

Prob[8(T, x) = 1] = Prob(x(n) rf S( 1/J(T))] 

= 2: 4>tProb[S(¢(T)) =A]. (17) 
J,A: 

<>;I!A 

Also, by definition, 

(18) 

while 

11~-~(¢;) = B(n
1
- 1) I: p,(T') = B(

1
n) I: (2n- 3)J.L(T') (19) 

T'El3(n-1) T'El3(n-1) 

1 
= B(n) I: p,('lj;(T)). 

TEl3(n) 

Thus, combining (16)-(19) we have 

11:J ¢>) = fL~_ 1 (:£_) + 2:: ¢>i B(ln) 2:: Prob[S( 1/J(T)) = A] . (20) 
•,A: TEl3(n) 

oriEA 

Now, 

1 1 
B(n) I: Prob[S('Ij;(T)) =A]= R(n _ 1) I: Prob[S(T') =A]. (21) 

TEl3(n) T'ER(n-1) 
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Also, n![x"]TA(tx) = ~ (:) 1!!A(g,.), and so, 

.!!. x:x has TER(n) 
lype!!. S(T,x)=A 

TE'R.(n) .!!. x:x has lype!!. 
and s(T,x)=A 

= I: I: Prob(x] 
TE'R.(n) x:S(T,x)=A 

= I: Prob(S(T, x) = A] . 
TE'R.(n) 

Thus, the term on the right of (21) is just 

(n- 1)! [ n-l]T ("" ) 
R(n -1) x A J:..x 

which, together with (20) establishes part (iii), thereby completing the proof of 
Theorem 1. 

3. Calculations (asymptotic) 

In this section we obtain asymptotic results concerning 11-~ ( </>) and 11-n (g.). Theorem 
2 below shows that 11-~ ( </>) and 11-n (g.) are asymptotically eq~valent since they both 
grow linearly with n, a~d their difference (when t = ~!!) is bounded by a term of 
order n ~, The theorem also provides a prescription for calculating, in principle, 
their asymptotic values by solving a system of simultaneous quadratic equations 
involving real numbers. In the case of two colors this can be done analytically, but 
generally numerical techniques would seem to be required. However, in the case 
of equifrequency colorations ( </>i = ~) the resulting system is considerably simpler, 
being of dimension r rather than 2r - 1, and we solve this for r ::; 4 in Corollary 
1. A second corollary provides a biologically-oriented application. 

We adopt the standard notation f( n) (',J g( n) if limn-+oo ~f~ ~ = 1, and 

f(n) = O(g(n)) if ~t~~ is bounded as n --too. 

Theorem 2 (Asymptotic formulae) (i) J-t~(t) (',J ~t'n where Jl-1 = ~t'(t) is given 
by 

and where the numbers tA 
system: 

with 8A given by {5). 

Ji-
1 = I: tAtE, 

(A,B):AnB=0 

TA(~)l _1 , 0 -/:. A E C satisfy the simultaneous 
'!!.- ,:t_ 
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(ii) For r = 2 colors, 

Jj1 = ~ ( 1 - yl1 - 3¢1¢2) . 

(iii) Jjn(g.) "' nJj'(p) for <j_ = ~g_. Indeed, IJjn(!!!.)- Jj~(<j_)l S Jn(r- 1)/2 for 
all n. 

Proof of Theorem 2: 
(i) We first recall a special case of Lemma 1(i) of Meir, Moon and Mycielski 

[ 6]: suppose F( x) and G ( x) are power series in x, and that 

and F(p) f= 0. Then 

[xn]F(x) = O(p-nn-~) 

[xn]G(x)"' bp-nn-~. 

[xn]F(x)G(x)"' F(p)[xn]G(x). 

Taking G(x) = (1- 2x)-1 we have, from (2), that 

(22) 

R(n + 1) R(n) 1 1 
[xn]G(x) = = (2n- 1)-"' -p-nn-> (23) 

n! n! -/i ' 

where p = ~· Now take F(x) = TA(<l_x)Tn(<l_x) for any pair of nonempty sets 
A, B ~ C. Since for all C ~ C, C f= 0 the power series T0 (<j_x) has all nonnegative 
coefficients, we have: 

l[xn]F(x)l = I [xn]TA(<j_x )Tn(<j_x) I 

< [x"] (I; Tc(<j>x))' 
C-:/.0 

= [xn]R(<j_x )2 from (6) 

= [xn](2R(<j_x)- 2x) from (8) 

= 2R(~) from (11) 
n. 

"' 
1 -n -~ -p n, 
ft 

for p = ~, from (2). 
Thus [xn]F(x) = O(p-nn-~), and so, from (23) and the fact that F has non

negative coefficients (so that F(p) f= 0), we can apply (22) to Theorem 1 (ii) to 
deduce that 

as claimed. 
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The prescribed system for tA := TA(~~) follows from (4) by putting z = 1 and 
.[=~X. 

( ii) This result follows from part (iii) of Theorem 2, and the analogous result 
for f-ln (g.) from Moon and Steel [7]. However it can also be derived more directly 
from Theorem 2 ( i). We have, for C = {a, ,B}, 

where T{a} 
system: 

f-l
1 = 2T{a}T{.Bb 

T{a}(~~), T{,B} = T{,B}(~~) and T{a,,B} 

(24) 

T{" ,,8} ( ~~) satisfy the 

Butler [1] solved this system, and from his equation (26), we have: 

where P = 1- 3</>1</>2 and from this we can obtain J-l1 directly from (24). 

(iii) We first claim that, 

(25) 

where 11 1 denotes the l1 norm on Rr. Since the components of g_ and g_' both sum 
to n, IS!- g_'l 1 = 2k for some integer k. In that case we can find two colorations 
x, x' of [n] of types Q, g_' respectively, and such that X and x' agree on all but k 
elements of [n]. 

Now, for any binary tree T, it is easily checked that f(T,x')::; f(T,x)+k since 
any mimimal extension of X for T produces an extension x" ofT by just changing 
the colors of the (at most k) leaves ofT for which x and x' disagree (and thereby 
increasing the number of edges ofT with differently colored ends by at most k ). 
Although x" may not be a minimal extension of x' for T, we nevertheless obtain 
the claimed inequality. Conversely, f(T, x) ::; f(T, x') + k, and so 

I£(T, x)- £(T, x')l ::; k 

which, upon averaging over all binary trees, gives, 
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which establishes (25). 
Now from (3), 

J.L~ = E[J.Ln(A)], 

the expected value of f.Ln(A) where A is drawn from a multinomial distribution 
with parameters n and <Pt, ... , <Pr. 

Then, 

IJ.Ln(gJ- J.L~J = JE[J.Ln(!!)- f.Ln(A)]I 
< E[IJ.Ln(!!)- J.Ln(A)I] 

1 < 2E[Jg- Ajt), from (25) 

1 r 

2 2::: E[lai- Ad]. 
i=l 

Now A; has a binomial distribution with parameters n and <fy,, and since 

E[A,] = n<fy, =a,, 

we have, applying the convex version of Jensen's inequality (Renyi [8]): 

E[Ja,-A,I] < jE[(a,-A,)2] 

jvar[Ad 

jn<fJ,(1- <fy,), 

(26) 

so that, from (26), IJ.Ln(!!)- J.L~(~)I ::; ~ 2:::~= 1 Jn<fJ,(1- <fy,), which, by the concave 
version of Jensen's inequality, is at most Jn(r- 1)/2. 

Corollary 1 (Equifrequency Colorations) Suppose <Pi=~ fori= 1, ... ,r. 
Then 

where the t; satisfy the system: 

1 1 
t· = '"'-7r··kt·tk + 0· 1-1 L..J 2 I) ) I, 2 ) 

(j ,k) r 

for i = 1, ... , r and where oi,l = 1 if i = 1 and 0 otherwise, and where 1rijk 

is the number of sets of sizes j and k which, under the parsimony operation (*), 
give a specific root set of size i for the tree, i.e., 

(i)' 
) . ' 

(r-1) (r-J) 
j-i k-i ' 

0, 

11 
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Examples: For r = 2 we have 

1 2 1 
tl = 2tl + tlt2 + 4 

1 2 2 
t2 2t2 + tl 

which gives t 1 = 7t;, t 2 = 1- ~and so from Corollary 1 we obtain Jl1 = k, which 
agrees with Theorem 2 ( ii). For r > 2 it seems necessary to solve the system { ti} 
by numerical methods. For r = 3 and 4, the equations become 

1 2 2 1 
tl 2tl + 2tlt2 + tlt3 + t2 + 6 

2 1 2 
t2 tl + 2t2 + t2t3 

1 2 
t3 = 3tlt2 + 2t3 

and 

respectively, and we find that t = (0.24855, 0.06755, 0.051705) and Jl1 = 0.4714 for 
r = 3 and t = (0.17656, 0.0339,0.01843, 0.01660) and J.t1 = 0.5507 for r = 4. 

As a second, and biologically-oriented application of Theorem 2, let us, as in 
Section 1, regard a collection of n aligned DNA sequences oflength cas a collection 
x1 , •• ·Xc of r-colorations of [n] (for r = 2 or 4). Let f(T) denote the length of 
T E B( n) for this data; that is, 

c 

f(T) = 2.: £(xi, T) 
j=l 

and let £ be the average value of f(T) over B( n). We also consider a randomized 
version off as follows. Let C*(T) be the expected length of a given binary tree T 
on sequences randomly generated by assigning each of the c sites in sequence i a 
color aj with probability ¢), as in Steel et. al. [11]. Let t denote the average 
value of£* (T) over B( n ). Finally, let 'P( n) denote the set of partitions of n into at 
most r-parts (thus 'P( n) = {(pl, ... , Pr) : P1 2:: P2 2:: ... 2:: p,. 2:: 0, 2::::~= 1 Pi = n} ). 

Corollary 2 Asymptotically {as n-+ oo), 
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where N (E) is the number of sites j for which the type of xi, arranged in decreasing 
order gives partition E· 

1 n . 
( ii) "t rv cn~-t' (1:_), where 1:_ = ;, ~ p_', 

i=l 

Proof of Corollary 2: ( i) 

1 
f = B( ) ~ £(T) 

n TEB(n) 

1 c . 

B(n) ~ ?=£(x1 ,T) 
TEB(n)J=l 

c 1 . 
2: B( ) 2: £(x1 

, T) 
i=l n TeB(n) 

c 

~ 1-ln(gY)) 
j=l 

where g/ is the type of xi. Thus 

1 = n ~ 1-ln(E)N(E) 
E_E'P(n):N([!)>D 

and the result now follows from parts ( i) and (iii) of Theorem 2. 

(ii) 
"t = cE'[~-tn(A)] (27) 

where E' denotes expectation at a single site in the probability space described 
above. Since A1 is a sum of n independent (but not necessarily identical) 0- 1 
random variables, Di}l with Prob[Dij = 1] = <P}, we have that 

(28) 

where -+p denotes convergence in probability (as n---+ oo) and 

Now from (3), (25), and (28), it can be checked that 

(29) 

as n---+ oo. 
Also, by Theorem 2 parts ( i) and (iii) respectively, 

I~ p~ (1!_) - p' (1!_) I-t o, 
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as n ~ oo, thus 

J-ln (A) ~ J-L'( </J) 
n P -

(30) 

as n ~ oo. 
Now, from (27), 

t = cnE' [J-ln~A)] 
which together with (30) establishes part ( i). 
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